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Digital currencies issued by the central banks are a new phenomenon that the global financial system will face in the near future. They differ from electronic money, cryptocurrencies based on blockchain, and private digital currencies, which will be issued by fintech corporations. The disadvantages of these types of future currency are uncontrolled issuance, limited liquidity, insufficient divisibility, dependence on the motives of issuers and energy consumption. The launch of digital currencies by central banks must overcome the described limitations, be centralized and guaranteed by the authorities.

The digital currency created by the People’s Bank of China will have its own characteristics: programmability, traceability, alternative registration technology. It is based on innovative software developments of the Chinese central bank, borrowed experience of Chinese fintech corporations. Special centers for registration, recording and big-data analysis will help ensure the stability of the digital renminbi. Its launch aims to substitute the US dollar in world transactions, for which China is developing a special financial infrastructure around the world.

The digital yuan distribution algorithm among users still maintains a conservative approach that includes both the central bank and commercial institutions. For users, the digital yuan offers such benefits as inclusiveness, offline service, transaction customization. The latter will be carried out by private companies by preserving some of the elements built in blockchain technology. Among the shortcomings of the China’s model for launching of its digital currency are artificially limited privacy and cross-border operability. After overcoming its own limitations, the digital yuan will be able to restructure the system of global financial relations through the introduction of national Chinese standards in the world practice of monetary settlements.
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The world monetary system is on the verge of decisive change. Banknotes and coins that mankind has used for hundreds of years are disappearing from circulation. They are replaced by tokens that exist in electronic form. Users have long been accustomed to online shopping, online banking, e-wallets, debit and credit cards. Next to them is a new type of payment method – digital money, which differs in the way of making electronic records of cash flows. They are based on the use of distributed ledger technology and a specific payment system, which provides that information on accounts and transactions with digital money is decentralized and distributed among participants, rather than concentrated in one place.

Digital means of payment, the possibilities of which are now widely studied by world science, have the potential to change the mechanism of functioning of the country’s monetary system as well as the global world. They are expected to transform the calculation algorithm, the banking system, and the role of interest rates in the economy.

To define the digital money created by central banks, the term Central Bank Digital Currency or CBDC was formed in scientific discourse [Bank of England 2020; Bank for International Settlements 2020]. Central banks around the world are persistently studying the organization and circulation of digital money, and some are moving to experiments on its implementation.

In the spring of 2020, the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) was one of the first to initiate the creation of the digital yuan, officially called the Digital Currency Electronic Payment or DCEP. Its appearance will hypothetically have macroeconomic consequences of the new quality, which will affect the stability of money circulation within the country and improve the position of the Chinese currency in international
settlements. The study of the conditions and effects of the pioneering introduction of DCEP in China is of scientific utility. In 2022, China’s full transition to a new financial ecosystem based on the digital yuan is planned. Later, the monetary systems of other countries, including Ukraine, will face similar challenges.

Based on an analysis of leading research on digital money, the author intends to identify theoretical approaches to building the CBDC architecture, identify the main macroeconomic implications expected from its implementation, and compare them with China’s experience in working with DCEP. The obtained results will create opportunities for forecasting the development of the world financial system and ways of adaptation of Ukraine to them.

**Basic concepts and classification of digital currencies**

To avoid confusion, we distinguish the categorical apparatus used for the analysis of digital currencies. We will rely on the methodology proposed by the IMF [International Monetary Fund 2020], as well as the characteristics of non-cash currencies, summarized by the Bank for International Settlements [Bank for International Settlements 2020]. Digital currencies should be distinguished from electronic money, which is widely used by households for current transactions. Electronic money (e-money) is a digital representation of fiat currencies and is based on digital payments. Instead, digital currencies use cryptographic methods to validate transactions. They are divided into cryptocurrencies based on a decentralized issuance mechanism and digital currencies of central banks, which will have a centralized issue center - the country’s central bank.

Distributed ledger or blockchain technology, which underlies the issuance of digital currencies, involves the storage, transmission and validation of information about transactions through nodes in the network, by encryption. Nodes check information, but do not have the ability to change it. The blockchain provides 1) avoidance of the problem of dual use of money, 2) security and transparency of the use of funds, 3) irreversibility of transactions [Daskalakis 2020].

To support the operation of the blockchain, mining activity is necessary – the implementation of permanent calculations that encode and add information to the ledger. Computers that provide access to their own computing capacity are rewarded. As the number of transactions registered by the system expands, so does the need for computing power and, consequently, electricity for their implementation. Sweeping electricity along with the cost of supporting calculations is the cost of issuing digital currencies.

Cryptocurrencies, the most famous of which are Bitcoin, Ethereum, are issued by a large number of private players who are not banks, but are engaged in currencies distribution; their circulation is not supported by any government, they are not the obligations of any organization and are not tied to ordinary fiat currency. However, cryptocurrencies are able to partially perform monetary functions – to serve as a means of payment.

Despite a long period of circulation, cryptocurrencies do not demonstrate the ability of a full-fledged alternative to fiat money. Their main disadvantage is considered to be inelastic supply and poor fragmentation. The number of their users remains limited: Bitcoin is used by approximately 1 million people. Cryptocurrencies also cannot be a full-fledged intermediary in the exchange of goods, demonstrating a low rate of transaction confirmation. Being sensitive to the psychological expectations and moods of users, they work as a speculative asset, not a means of accumulation. The Proof of Work protocol that underlies the issuance and accounting of Bitcoin is extremely energy-intensive. The advantages of cryptocurrencies – anonymity and
decentralization – marginalize their circulation at the junction between the formal and shadow economies.

There are private and state digital currencies among the set of digital currencies. Reliability and confidence in private digital currencies will be ensured by the reputation of fintech corporations that issue it, or by the stabilization of their value to existing fiat currencies or by financial reserves formed from highly liquid assets of private enterprises. In some cases, such as Facebook’s Libra (alternative name – Diem), having a network of users (2.5 billion people) will guarantee their scale of use, operability and hyperliquidity. Following the example of Libra, private digital currency issues will be overseen by private associations with monetary expertise, established by representatives of financial corporations interested in the stable circulation of electronic money. For each unit of digital currency issued, they will form a reserve basket of ordinary currencies or assets of other companies – securities of mostly short-term circulation, capable of generating interest income. Regular users will not receive Libra directly from the issuer, but through authorized distributors who will buy it from the association in exchange for assets. The benefits of launching a private digital currency for issuing companies are obvious – they will receive seigniorage from the conversion of electronic money into profitable assets. For end users, there is a risk of excessive issuance of such digital currency in the pursuit of profit, which will lead to a decline in its purchasing power [Claeys, 2019]. Therefore, the stable circulation of the private digital currency will require a strict supervisory and regulatory system built into the financial mechanism of its circulation.

The idea of introducing digital currency is to eliminate the shortcomings inherent in cryptocurrencies, to increase the influence of monetary instruments on the economy, to simplify and reduce the cost of managing monetary circulation, to smooth the negative effects of instability observed in the use of cryptocurrencies.

**The objectives for the introduction of digital currencies of central banks**

General incentives for the introduction of state digital currencies as alternatives to private digital and cryptocurrencies are increased monetary inclusion, the ability to make payments offline, higher speed and monetary targeting, the creation of a channel for flexible financing of government programs, the ability to provide social distance during the pandemic and avoid money laundering.

In the case of the digital yuan, the People’s Bank of China also aims to make money circulation more trackable and programmable [Yao 2019] and to achieve maximum inclusiveness in non-cash payments. Some observers [Fanusie 2021] point to the desire of the public institution to seize the initiative in the private financial sector, whose influence and innovation capacity could threaten the stability of the country’s financial system and undermine the role of the central bank. It is expected that the developments of large Chinese digital companies will be integrated into the DCEP architecture created by the PBoC. It is possible that the tightening of e-payment regulations provided on the platforms of private Chinese corporations Alibaba Group (Alipay payment system) and Tencent Holding (WeChat Pay) was caused by the need to consolidate government policy in the run-up to the digital renminbi, reducing transaction fees as well as the desire to borrow their experience and technological developments.

The financial circles of China do not hide that the important purpose of the introduction of the digital currency is to reduce the dependence from the US dollar in international transactions and from the system of interbank settlements based on SWIFT. The right to issue and control one’s own digital currency is seen as a field of 
new technological battle in the competitive confrontation between countries [Reuters 2020]. The drive to build an alternative financial payment system intensified with the Trump administration’s pressure on US-China bilateral trade in 2018 [Yeung 2020].

The internationalization of the yuan has been declared one of the official goals of the People’s Bank of China for 2021. By comprehensively accelerating this process, China is reaping the benefits of the pioneer: more accurate knowledge of technology, the benefits of studying the economic effects of operations, image and influence in setting global standards for the use of CBDC.

**The architecture of the financial system after the introduction of DCEP**

Initially (until about 2018), the introduction of DCEP was planned to be based on distributed ledger technology, where nodes for data processing and mining will be controlled by the central bank. Approaches have subsequently been revised, given that blockchain does not demonstrate compliance “for highly competitive scenarios, such as traditional retail payments”, which manifests itself in lower-than-required transaction processing speeds per second. It is appropriate to maintain a distributed ledger basis for financial applications with fewer transactions, such as trade finance, supply chain management and invoice trading.

China’s current approach to the model of organizing its own DCEP can be traced in the declared principle of “One coin, two addresses, three centers” [Kong 2020]. The term “coin” refers to the digital yuan itself, issued and guaranteed by the PBoC. Digital wallets, installed as software applications for personal devices and smartphones, will become a tool for calculations and transactions with “coins” of end users. This approach will allow their integration with devices operating in the field of the Internet of Things, including the infrastructure for monitoring after a private apartment, car, other property and personal electronics. The “two addresses” link the “coins” to data centers run by the People’s Bank of China and a client-authorized commercial bank. “Three Centers” – institutions created for the processing of digital information – an identification center for user registration, a record center for transaction registration and a center for big data analysis to monitor the overall situation and combat money laundering. The last point seems relevant given the CCP’s party leadership’s task of combating corruption within the state apparatus.

It follows that the Chinese central bank plans to organize the circulation of DCEP so as to retain the issuance and management of the internal properties of digital currency, and commercial banks and financial firms to use for its public distribution. There is reason to believe that in the Chinese model, the division of responsibilities will be as follows: the central bank will be responsible for verifying the final ownership of the digital currency, managing the flexibility of its supply, money laundering, auditing and big data analysis of the entire system. Commercial banks will analyze the solvency of their customers and their personal data, process payments and manage users’ wallets, and facilitate the transfer of funds and deposits.

The Chinese government’s commitment to such a two-tier model is due to the concern to “concentrate the risks of failure in one place”, which will be observed if the central bank, excluding intermediaries, will transfer DCEP directly to users. It is also believed that the relationship between business and private financial institutions will be open, resulting in chaos in the provision of credit [Fanusie 2021].

An analysis of technological developments for the introduction of the digital yuan patented by the PBoC (more than 130 patents [Reuters 2020]) shows that experiments with alternatives are ongoing and aimed at improving the interaction of the digital yuan with external payment systems. The updated DCEP architecture will be based
on four components: a centralized management system, a digital currency issuance system, a quota control system and a currency terminal. Under this organizational model, the central bank will provide commercial banks with quotas for the distribution of digital currency, taking into account certain technical characteristics of banks.

Adapting DCEP to user needs

Big-data analysis and deep PBoC’s control over the circulation of the digital yuan will allow the Chinese government not just to monitor its citizens more closely (which is already possible by means electronic money) but to manage the economy more effectively using non-market approach as well as flow and price planning mechanisms. By building a system based on the “One Coin, Two Addresses, Three Centers” scheme, the PBoC will have consolidated information on money users, which has not been the case before, and will be able to target money demand, which in economic theory remains rather vague.

At the user level, funds will be transferred in a different way from usual clearing. When agents make payments in one bank, they are recorded in the register (balance sheet) of this institution. Registration of payments between clients of different banks is done by changing the entries in the own accounts of these banks in a joint clearing bank. Agent transactions between different clearing banks involve clearing from the central bank in which their accounts are placed. The central bank also ensures the credibility of the system and its stability by regulating the capital, leverage and liquidity requirements of commercial banks [Barrdear 2016].

Once DCEP is implemented, the system will transfer funds by deleting the amount in the sender’s account and making the same amount available on the recipient’s account. This technique is seen as a compromise between the traceability of the transaction and the requirements of sufficient storage space for information about them, which will support large volumes of daily transactions.

The PBoC approach also abandons the possibilities of smart contracts with complex software code used by blockchain-based cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum. DCEP will have its own cryptographic framework on which commercial banks and fintech companies will build a self-developed payment interface. Thus, the digital yuan will demonstrate useful properties that allow programming and customization. Another attractive advantage of the digital yuan is the possibility of offline payments.

The anonymity of digital renminbi users is expected to be “controlled”: they will be able to choose whether to tell their real names to counterparties, but their online accounts must be registered with real names. It is not yet clear whether private customer information will be available to commercial intermediaries. There are fears that DCEP tracking will be incorporated into the social credit system being developed by the Chinese government among the country’s population. Of course, it will be a challenge for citizens, partially restricting their freedom, in response to which a shadow settlement market can be expected to arise. Thee could provide the exchange for some barter services via digital technologies or quasi-money substitutes, which has usually happened in history when the financial system failed to meet the expectations of citizens.

Another important question for users – how should the access to their digital wealth be organized? The choice is between two models, one of which provides access based on the results of identity verification, as in bank accounts (sometimes called “account-based access”), the other does not verify identity, but rather the validity of the object being exchanged, as with physical availability of cash to participants (“access based on tokens”), but now - by cryptography. The form of identification is crucial for the
security of the payment system, the prevention of fraud, the fight against money laundering and the fight against terrorist financing. In the case of the digital yuan, as can be seen from the previous analysis, traceability (first model) will be preferred to availability. For a country with a large population, this option, based on more customer information, offers the benefits of preventing money laundering and tax evasion. A well-established user identification mechanism will provide law enforcement and financial authorities with new tools to exercise their powers [Carstens 2021].

The spread of the digital yuan in settlements with foreign users is an important component of the process of internationalization of the digital yuan. China is actively building its infrastructure for the yuan extension by concluding currency swaps with central banks. The platform of the initiative “One Belt, One Road” also strengthens financial coordination with participants, in particular, through the creation of clearing banks for settlements in Chinese currency (Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, UAE, Russia, Hungary, etc.), the formation of export promotion zones and the harmonization of free trade agreements.

There are reports that the software of new smartphone models from Huawei has already been equipped with the wallet for payments using the digital yuan [Iwamoto, 2021]. In developing countries, such as African or Central Asian, where there are many Chinese companies, there are good prospects for its distribution among ordinary users.

However, the expansion of the Chinese currency is hampered by China’s control over cross-border capital movements, restrictions on foreign currency conversion and exchange rate fixation.

As a result, the introduction of the digital yuan in the early stages will create several parallel tracks of circulation and settlement in Chinese currency. Its introduction will not only strengthen the directiveness of monetary policy or the targeted use of money. In the face of the threats posed by the Covid-19 pandemic, this measure will accelerate the movement towards a cashless society. By gaining the lead in the introduction of digital currency, China solves its own strategic goals: exit from the US-controlled space of dollar transactions, the formation and dissemination of its own standards for digital currency settlements, raising national image and strengthening influence in the global financial system. Success in solving these issues may lead to a reconfiguration of the system of international relations and the emergence of new global institutions, at the center of which will be China.
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